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Transparency 
 
Zadore Speaks. 
 
'Become as transparent as a clear crystal ball, for the crystal ball allows 

all things to flow through it and be seen. Nothing impinges on such 
transparency. What is transparent cannot experience pain and suffering. 

'Let your Personality become clear and transparent as the crystal ball. At 
present, your Personality is not clear because it allows all feeling to adhere 
to its surface, and varying emotions blend with it, colouring it. This colouring 
is the excess baggage you carry, and influences the way you behave. 

'As you move your Earth-experiences from your senses, through your 
Personality to your Light, these experiences coloured by your Personality do 
not pass through, but are mirrored back to the world of the senses. This is a 
negative mirror. 

'Realise much of the problem involved with the Human Personality is that 
all beings are mirroring back the same negative reflections. The Illusion is a 
hall of mirrors, and they are all muddied reflections. 

'When your beautiful Light essence mirrors its Light through you, through 
your crystal Personality, how much of its radiations actually extend through 
your senses into the world? 

'You need to clean the tarnished coating from your crystal Personality, 
and in so doing you will take the first step back toward Me, for your inner 
Light and I are one in Light. Your vision will be clear, as One Light shines in 
the world. 

'For most of you the cleaning is tiresome and difficult work. It is only 
difficult because it is not fun. 

'The sensual nature of the body acts as a mirror to the Personality, which 
in turn mirrors Light and consciousness to the body. As this Light passes 
through the body senses, it is externalised in the dimension. 

'Other Personalities on the same dimension react to what they perceive – 
whether the externalised Light is information or feeling – and mirror their 
reactions back to the Personality that mirrored the externalised Light into the 
dimension. This in turn is mirrored to the Light source of that Personality, 
and, in this way, Light experiences its own reflection. 



'This is a simplistic interpretation of consciousness, however, it is 
necessary to present learning simply, if you are to clear your crystal 
Personality. 

'To move toward the Vortex of Light and Healing you need to become 
aware of your transparent self, for you are that crystal ball. Transparency is 
the path of new consciousness, and you should affirm inwardly that you are 
a transparent being of Light, for you are already that Light. Let your 
Personality become the transparent lens, which allows the clear flow of Light 
through it into the Third-dimension and the Earth. 

'Once you clean your crystal Personality, you will see that the Earth is a 
conscious being reflecting the patterns of Light and information from the 
inner essence of the Sun. 

'Your body is a reflection of the Earth, yet you know it not. Your Personality 
believes that it is the body, and is so caught up in its desires and the Illusion 
that it cares little for the needs and consciousness of the body and, for that 
matter, the Earth. 

'To become a true expression of Light cast out the feeling that you are the 
body, and that the Personality believes it is the body. When you drive a motor 
vehicle, do you believe you are the vehicle? Of course you don't. However, 
as you move around in your body you are not a part of it. 

'Some individuals make affirmations such as, "I am not the body" and 
repeat this over and over. When their body becomes ill or hurt they 
immediately become body oriented. This feeling is reinforced by fear when 
others mirror back to the afflicted individual their own negative responses to 
illness and pain. 

'Love your body as you love the Earth, for it is part of the ever-expanding 
consciousness of Light. You are here to give your body a higher dimension 
of consciousness, and that consciousness becomes a permanent part of the 
Earth's consciousness. 

'When you move to the outer rim of the Vortex of Light and Healing you 
will sense the need to seek the pure crystal ball that represents your 
Personality. For, once your Personality is transparent, the Light is expressed 
continually. 

'Prior to the intervention of the Astrals and their Illusion, the Personality 
was transparent and the Earth received the full flow of Light. At that level of 
consciousness, the Earth was purely reactionary as it mirrored information 
to other planets and stars in the Galaxy. It still does this, however the struggle 
of the Personality in the Illusion has expanded the Earth's consciousness 
where it had become self-conscious and is conscious of its own Light, as It, 
too, remembers. 



'The intensity of the Illusion has been magnified by the growth of 
technology, or the growth of techno-consciousness. Your senses are 
bombarded with images that increase the tarnish on your Personality, as a 
fascination with technology tends to draw your Personality deeper into 
Illusion. 

'To move deeper into the Vortex of Light and Healing you need to trust the 
inner direction of your Light. The Astral Lords through their Entities have 
confused you into thinking that trust and blind faith is the same thing. 

'Through institutional creations such as governments, corporations, 
religions, etc., the Astrals suggest that these institutions hold the answer for 
your future happiness, safety and survival, and will protect you from 
everything that will take these from you. 

'Authority deflects your consciousness away from perceiving your Light 
and placing your trust in the Light. The Illusion places constraints on your 
freedom, holding your Personality in bondage. Recognise the Illusion for 
what it is, and in so doing you will move more quickly into the Vortex of Light 
and Healing. Know that the Illusion is the baggage that weighs you down, 
chaining your consciousness to blind faith. 

'Many individuals fear the end of the World as they know it. They see this 
end as a return to a primitive lifestyle devoid of all the luxuries they now take 
for granted. More than this, they fear that this end will result in the death of 
their bodies. Death of the body will not release you from the Illusion. The only 
release from the Illusion results from what you do here on this dimension in 
your Earth-body. Release does not depend on time, for often it is 
instantaneous. 

'Meditate on this Transmission and direct your consciousness into the 
Vortex. Desire Healing and Be!' 

 


